Abstract. Let~be an n x I interchangeable random vector and z(l)~...~z(n) be its order statistics. Let u i = (n-i+l)(z(i)-z(i_I))' i=I, ...,n with z(O) = 0 and M= (ul, .. ·,u n )'· The main result is that~g Miff~is a multivariate il-n~rm symmetric distribution.
Introduction
The exponential distribution has long been an object of study for the statisticians, one of the most interesting problems of which is on the characterization of the exponential distribution. Some known results and study methods are summarized in Azlarov and Volodin [1] , where it is shown in Theorem 5.2 that if a nonnegative LV.~has an absolutely continuous distribution function F(x) which is strictly increasing on [0,(0), then it can be determined by the difference of a pair of adjacent order statistics whether~is exponential distributed. As the multivariate extension of the exponential distribution, some families of multivariate iI-norm symmetric distributions have been introduced and studied in [2] and related papers, in which Tn denotes the family of distributions with survival functions being functions in iI-norm, Le.
where L(z) denotes the distribution of z. A special member of T is the random vector In this paper it is further shown that multivariate iI-norm symmetric distributions can be characterized in a way similar to the exponential distribution. The main result is the characterization of multivariate iI-norm symmetric distributions by the adjacent differences of order statistics. Since there is no restriction on components' independence for multivariate iI-norm symmetric distributions, this result can be regarded as a generalization of Theorem 5.2 in [1] . Moreover, it extends Theorem 2.1 in [3] as explained below.
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Main Results
Let~* = (zi,""z~) = (z(l),... ,Z(n)) be the order statistics of~, Le. zi~...~z~and the normalized spacings (N.S.) of~u i = (n-i+l)(z(i)-z(i_l)), i=I, ... ,n (z(O) = 0). In [3] it is
shown that if~has multivariate iI-norm symmetric distribution, then its N.S.~has the same distribution as z, Le. u g z (this conclusion holds for every z E T though in the N N N N n original paper [3] it is stated for a subset of Tn' the family of scale mixtures of the uniform distribution on the surface of the i 1 unit sphere). In the following theorem it will be proved that this is also a sufficient condition for z E T when interchangeable random 
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In the Jacobian of which is 1. Hence z* has p.dJ.
N (1)
Now make another transformation (2) the Jacobian of which is nL Hence u has p.dJ. 
